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Best-selling author and scholar Bren6 Brown writes

about empathy and its ability to create deep connections among people. Empathy is the ability to
journey with and share in the feelings of people as
they process their emotions. Brown says that quali-

ties of empathy include being able to see the perspective of the other and withholding judgment.

To explain the importance of empathy for
human beings, there is an animated short of part of
Brown's talk on empathy. [n it, a sad fox f]nds herself
at the bottom of a hole, feeling stuck and desperately
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We often try to hide emotions like sadness or frustration in public places. But we all have hard daysand it's good to feel whatever you are feeling. Next
time you see someone upset, sit down next to them.
Don't shy away. Instead, practice empathy. Like the
bear in the video, remind the person in distress that
they are not alone. Ask if you can do anything to
make their day a little easier.

overwhelmed. The bear notices the fox in needinstead of walking by or just shouting words of
encouragement, the bear climbs into the hole to be
with the fox. The bear doesn't try to solve the problem, but opens up about his own experiences with
those emotions and reassures the fox of his caring
presence during this time.
Empathy is a key practice called for in today's

Gospel. Don't judge another, Jesus says. Each of us
has made plenty of mistakes. When you see someone fall short, recall the many times you messed up

yourself. Practice empathy and get down in the hole
with them. None of us are perfect.
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+ What do today's readings teach you about the Christian life?

+ Reread the Gospel reading for today and pray about your response
to Jesus' questions.
+ When is a time you practiced empathy toward another person?
When did you receive empathy back?
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Church Teaching Connection

Sirach 27:4-7

"Indeed, those who are good draw good from their

Psalm 92:2-3,13-14,15-16

hearts and their mouths, and those who are bad
draw bad, by practicing the most damaging exercise
among us, which is grumbling, gossiping, speaking
ill of others. This destroys. It destroys the family,,
destroys school, destroys the workplace, destroys the
neighborhood. Wars begin from the tongue. Let us
consider a bit this lesson of Jesus and ask ourselves
the question: do I speak ill of others? Do I always ,
seek to tarnish others? Is it easier for me to see oth~
ers' flaws than my own? And let us try to correct `

1 Corinthians 15:54-58

Luke 6:39-45

Prepare for the Word
The following elements may be used by the catechist,
teacher, or youth minister to prepare to facilitate today's
session with teens. You may integrate this information
into the reflection and discussion on today's readings.

Leader's Context
Today's Gospel reading might seem a little convoluted at first, but our purpose in today's reflection
will be to unravel it and provide context for Jesus'
words. In many ways, this reading Consists..of Jesus
warning us against adopting a "h6lierithan~thou"
mentality; in order to stay true to our own disciple~
ship, we must be willing fo admit our own faults even
when rye have roles of leadership or teaching. As
teachers and catechists, we have to inodel healthy
vulnerability for those we minister to. We have to be
comfortable admitting when we don't know some~
thing or when we struggle with something, and not
let pride turn us into hypocrites.

ourselves at least a. little: it will do us all good" (Pope

Francis, Angelus Message, March 3, 2019).

Hear the Word
Use this resource, a lectionary, or a Bible to proclaim the

reading. The book should be held reverently or placed on a
lectem. If possible, light a candle that is placed near where
theGospilwillbepr-oclaimed.Gestureforteens\tostand.

Gospel Acclamation
usethesamemusicalsetti\ngthat.Isusedinyourparishor
at school Masses. Teens may help w.Ith music and proclaim
the GOspel.

Alleluia, alleluia.

Gospel
QFOCuS"nordertobetruedi.scjp/es,
we must practice what we preach.

Luke 6:39-45

Reader: A reading from the holy Gospel
according to Luke.

Liturgical Calendar Connection
This week we celebrate Ash Wednesday. It is the beginning of the season of Lent. Although Ash Wednesday
is not a holyday of obligation, it is orie of the most
popularly attended liturgies in Christian churches.
We wear our ashes publicly for a day, not out of pride
to show that we are Christians, but out of humility to
remind us that we are called to the challenges of discipleship and repentance. It is a reminder of our
human nature and our desire to return to God.
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All: Glorytoyou, O Lord.
All make the sign of the cross on their forehead, lips,

and heart.

Jesus told his disciples a parable, "Can a blind per~
son guide a blind per,son? Will not both fall into a

pit? No disciple is superior to the teacher; but when
fully trained, every disciple will be like his teacher.

Why do you notice the splinter in your brother's eye,
but do hot perceive the wiooden beam in your own?
How can you say to your brother, `Brother, let me
remove that splinter in your eye,' when you do not
even notice the wooden beam in your own eye? You
hypocrite! Remove the wooden beam from your eye

first; then you will see clearly to remove the splinter
in your brother's eye.
"A good tree does not bear rotten fruit, nor does

a rotten tree bear good fruit. For every tree is known
by its own fruit. For people do not pick figs from
thornbushes, nor do they gather grapes from bram~
bles. A good person out of the store of goodness in
his heart produces good, but an evil person out of a
store of evil produces evil; for from the fullness of
the heart the mouth speaks."

Reader: The Gospel of the Lord.
All: Praise toyou, Lord Jesus christ.
Everyone may be seated.

Reflect on the Word
When beginning the reflect.ton and discussion about today's
readings,firstrefertothehandoutfortoday.Askteens

what they learned about themselves and about Christ.lan
discipleshipfromperformingtheact.Ionfortheweek

andjoumaling.Askteensaboutthereadingsoftheday:

Whatstruckthem?Whatdotheythinktheread.Ingsmean?
Howdothereadingsaffecttheirownlives?Thenbeginthe
following reflection:

Today's Gospel can seem a bit confusing, because
Jesus seems to change topics with each sentence. First
he's talking about the blind leading the blind, then

he's talking about teachers and students, and then he's
talking about taking splinters and beams out of each
other's eyes! In reality, all of these statements are dis~
cussing the same issue. Jesus' main point is about
how we are to guide one another on our path to dis~
cipleship. These lessons apply to all Christians, not

just leaders. The whole Church shares in the mission
of teaching and spreading the Gospel.

> How do you see yourself or young people in
general as sharing in this mission?

The first part of the Gospel reading, with all of those
different statements, is focused on our responsibility
to learn about our faith before we try to bring others
into it. Regarding the blind leading the blind, one
might think about how it is possible to lead someone
in the right direction if we ourselves are not taught
the faith. (Answer: it is not possible!) This is the rea~
son that Christian communities have a responsibility
to teach the faith to their members. Jesus' point
about teachers and students is similar, in that he is

warning against a temptation to change or improve-a
teaching when passing it on. Although the Church's
teaching does evolve over time, we do that as a uni~
versal Church after many years of prayer and delib~
eration. The core truth that informs our belief (the
truth of Jesus Christ) remains the same but should be
applied to new situations. It is important to remain
within the tradition to rely on Jesus as the source of
our beliefs. That's the right way to approach things,
rather than just allowing every teacher or preacher to
make their own decisions on how to "improve" the
teaching. And the final lesson, about removing the
beam from your own eye, is maybe an obvious point
about hypocrisy. But it was especially aimed at those
who would be leaders in the Christian Church. Jesus
did not want leaders who were so blind to their own
flaws that they could only point out the faults in others. In order to be a good Christian, a good teacher,
we have to be able to admit our own faults and be
open about t`he work we still have to do as we guide
one another in the way of discipleship.

> Have you ever learned something that you were
really excited to tell or teach to someone else?
What was it?
> If you were given a student and told to teach
them about Catholicism, how would you approach
it? What would you start with?
The second part of the reading offers perspective on
authenticity for leaders and sharers of the faith. A
good tree bears good fruit, while a rotten tree bears
rotten fruit. In this way, we understand that unless
we are healthy-that is, unless we have followed these
teachings well ourselves-we cannot bear good fruit.

Wrapping lt Up
Consider these points to conclude the d.iscussion and

reflection. Integrate the thoughts and ideas that surfaced
during the discussion as well as the ``Church Teaching

Connection" on page 136.

If we are to be good teachers and preachers,
then we first must be good students and listeners.
We cannot help others turn away from sin unless
we ourselves are committed to doing so.

Our acti.ons betray our true selves; we cannot
preach repentance and discipleship unless we are
willing to live them out.
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Act on the Word
Bearing Good Fruit
Forthisactivity,youwillneedpape`raridvarious.art

materials to write and/or draw with.

In the last part of today's Gospel, Jesus compares our
lives to that of a fruitful or unfruitful tree. We are
known by our actions and our actions are a reflection of our inner disposition.
Pass oiit the materials for this activity and invite
the young people to draw a large tree in the center
of their paper. In the first part of this activity, they
will add "good fruit" to the tree. Have the teens
reflect on and draw or write what the good fruits are
that they produce. Maybe it is their commitment to
serving others, or maybe their patience. Encourage
them to think about what positive traits others might
see in them that allows them to know they are a good
and faith-filled individual. Then have .them reflect

upon the source of these good fruits-what is the
inspiring force that encourages them in these good
works? They can list these sources in the tree trunk.
In the second part of this activity, have the young

peoplethinkaboutwhatbadfruittheymightbepr6ducing. It is important to remind them that no plant
(and no person!) is born rotten; they grow and then
something happens which causes a tree to rot.
Sometimes a plant is saved from that rotting by los~
ing a branch which has become unhealthy. The first
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part of this activity focused on the good and healthy
fruits we produce. Now have the young people write
or draw attitudes or behaviors they have that might
not be healthy. What parts might they need to leave
behind in order to remain a healthy and good person?
What parts don't come from that life~giving source?
After this second stage of reflection, invite the
teens to share their thoughts with a partner or in
small groups. If you have time, you can invite large~
group sharing as well.

Closing Prayer
0 God'
we give thanks to you

for your goodness and bounty.
May we treasure the riches of your people,
praise others in love,

and bear burdens with grace.
Through Christ our Lord.

Amen.

For Next Sunday
To help teens prepare for next Sunday's Mass, print, email,
or share on a blo8 or social media the handout found on
the next page. The JPG and PDF files are available at www
.Itp.org/Iwgr. Encourage teens to attend Mass with family
or friends.

